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Luminosity Limits 

f 
N'N- 

X rate = 
N'N- L =  

Limit on N from antiparticle production 
(positrons are easy, antiprotons are hard) 

Limit on N/area from source emittance 
(linear collider, proton ring, but not e+e- ring) 

Limit on N from single-bunch wakefields 
(not problem for PEP-11, but is in some machines) 

Limit on N x rate = current 
(from RF power, SR power, vacuum, instabilities) 

Limit on N/area from beam-beam forces 
(normally limits e+e- rings) 

Limit on rate from beam separation 
(when trying to evade beam-beam forces) 



Beam-Beam Tune Shift 

Charge and current of one beam makes E and B, 
which influences the other beam 

Uniform current density -> field proportional to radius 
changes transverse oscillation frequency 
but this does not necessarily cause a problem 

Non-uniform (e.g., gaussian) current density 
-> fields are non-linear with radius, not OK 

"Tune shift" is linear part of beam-beam force, 
near beam center 

For elliptical beam, can be different in x and y planes 

- - Jother p: n* R- Nother 
L J L .  Y 

Empirical limit is 5 less than a few percent 

If you exceed this, the beam lifetime gets too short, 
or the beam size blows up, reducing luminosity 



Round Symmetric Case 

and impose values in x and y planes: 

Re N p* - Re N 1 --- --- - 
27r y 2 0 2  27r y 2 E  5 =  

Solve tune-shift equation for N/02, and for N: 

Plug back into luminosity equation: 

Luminosity goes up when beta is decreased 
which decreases spot size (no surprise) 

But luminosity goes up when emittance is increased, 
even though spot size is increasing! 

Reason is that allowable current is increasing faster 
than the spot area is increasing 



Flat Symmetric Case 

Assume ox >> q, and solve for N and oxoy 

Plug into luminosity formula and simplify 

L =  

We lose a factor of 4 relative to round-beam case 

Only the the horizontal emittance matters, 
and only the vertical beta* !! 



Explanations 

X-Y asymmetry is only because synchrotron radiation 
makes E, bigger than E, I so beam is flat that way 

Why does px* not seem to matter? 
*lower px* at fixed E, makes x spot size smaller 
*but also makes 5, worse 
.which must be fixed by making E Y bigger 
*which makes y spot size bigger 
.SO beam area doesn’t change 

Is p X * really irrelevant? No! 
higher px* makes final quadrupoles easier 

*but costs luminosity unless we also reduce E, 
which requires delicate tuning to reduce coupling 

Why is higher E, good, since it increases spot area? 
*because it allows us to increase bunch N 

without violating & limit 
though we must simultaneously raise E, 

to avoid violating the 5, limit (tends to be free) 
*we lose in both x and y spot size 
*but more than make up for it by N2 dependence 



Asymmetric Case 

The "standard" asymmetric B-Factory formula is 
EI L = [2.17 x 1 0 3 4 c ~ - ~  sec-l] (1 + r ) t -  

where r = oy /ox 

Current times energy should be equal for the beams 
to make the tune shifts equal. 

Round beams only gain a factor of 2 not 4, 
and tune shift comes in once not twice. 

Also, the previous formulas had only the bunch 
crossing frequency, not the beam current, 
and the bunch charge was implicitly fully determined. 

There must be an extra equation that determines the 
allowable bunch charge that is also dependent on 
r or 6 that puts in the extra factors. 



Low Beta 

The spot size is the product of the focal length 
and the angle spread of the beam. 

The emittance is the product of the beam size 
and the angle spread of the beam. 

If we somehow make the beam big at the lens, 
the angle spread goes down, and we get a 
smaller spot for a given lens. 

Low beta at the IP means high beta in the quads. 

Unfortunately, even tiny lens imperfections get 
important when a big, parallel beam is being 
squeezed down to a tiny spot 

For a magnetic lens, the field is set by the 
boundary conditions at the poles and conductors. 
The field quality is best on the axis, so a big beam 
samples more of the bad fields away from the center 

So the field quality of the final quads must be high. 

Also, the focus strength depends on particle energy. 
This "chromaticity" must be corrected, using methods 
like those used in linear colliders (sextupoles, etc.) 

PEP-I1 LER has a full LC-like CCS on each side of IP. 
In HER, correction is done using sextupoles in arcs 
on either side of the IP. 



Matrix Optics 

I 

which we can 

For a particle with position x and slope x' at point s, 
it's Position and slope at a distance L are given by 

x(s  + L)  = x ( s )  + Lx' (s) 

x' (s + L)  = x' (s) 
also write as 

[ x ( s + L ) ] = [  1 L I[ x(s )  ] 
x ' ( s + L )  0 1 x ' ( s )  

It is easy to show that a particle passing through 
a thin lens with focal length f obeys 

where the sign is - for focussing and + for defocussing 

To calculate the effect of a series of lenses and drifts, 
just multiply the matrices together! 
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Collision Frequency 

Tune-shifts for multiple bunch-crossings seem to add 
and they are worse at non-low-beta points! 

Solutions: 
*Build extra low-beta insertions (+detectors!), or 
.Separate the beams outside the IP 

How to separate the beams (general case) 
asymmetric antiparticle (e+e-, pbarp): electrostatic 
.Same-charge particle (SSC, LHC): magnetic 
Crossing angle 

Bunch spacing (and thus frequency) is limited by 
the distance required to separate the beams 

Asymmetric e+e- could use magnetic separation 
but it generates lots of synchrotron radiation 
and requires a bend magnet inside the detector 

Crossing angle would seem to be the obvious answer, 
but DORIS-I (DESY double-ring e+e- machine 
with crossing angle) didn’t work very well. 

(DORIS was rebuilt as a single-ring machine later 
and worked just fine) 



Crossing Angle and Crab Crossing 

Crossing-angle -> low beam-beam limit 
@Head and tail see transverse kicks at crossing 
~Non-linear transverse+longitudinal coupling 
@Resonances excited, beam blows UD 

Small crossing angle < (width/length) is OK, 
and CESR uses this to collide bunch ”trains” 

”Crab crossing” 
*Rotate bunches before the IP 
@Bunches collide head-on (with transverse boost) 
Wn-rotate bunches after the IP 

Crab crossing requires transverse RF cavities near IP 
and has not yet been tried in operation 



Asymmetric B-Factory Bunch Separation 

Three different beam-separation scales: 
.Small separation very near IP 

.Medium separation near IP 
to avoid ”parasitic collisions” 

to allow different quadrupoles to focus 
the different-energy beams 

.Large separation in rest of machine 
to different ring magnets and beampipes 

CESR-B proposal used * 12 mrad crossing angle 
and crab-crossing cavities for head-on collisions 

KEK-B is using * 11 mrad crossing angle 
and claims no crab-crossing cavities are required 
given their low synchrotron tune 
(but they are building cavities as a fall-back ...) 

PEP-I1 has head-on collisions with magnetic separation 
and suffers with the synchrotron radiation 

All have one quadrupole common to both beams 
and 3 ”septum quads” (act on single beam) 

PEP-I1 is (anti)symmetric across IP, and quads are 
more-or-less centered on high-energy beam 

KEK-B is non-symmetric across IP, and quads are 
centered on incoming beam, of either energy 

PEP-I1 has separate LEB doublet and HEB doublet; 
in KEK-B they are interleaved 
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Magnets Inside Detector Solenoid 

Separation bend and final quadrupole 
must be inside the detector solenoid field, 
which means they can’t be normal iron magnets 
(they would saturate!) 

Choices are superconducting magnets (LEP, SLD, etc) 
or permanent magnets (present CESR) 

Superconducting magnets are more flexible, can be 
stronger, and can help solenoid-compensation 
but there are issues of size, cost, complexity, 
forces, and fringe fields in detector 

Minimum cryostat size plus detector acceptance 
rule out a superconducting separation bend 
->PEP-I1 has tapered permanent-magnet bend 

A superconducting quad for PEP-I1 was considered, 
but we were more comfortable with a PM quad. 

KEK-B has a superconducting quad + compensator 
(crossing angle means no bend is needed) 

CESR upgrade will have a superconducting quad 
with a tapered permanent-magnet quad tip 



Permanent Magnet Dipole 

Field directions around a block of magnetic material: 

Arrange blocks in circle around beam, rotated such 
that contributions to field at center are all parallel: 

El m El 

Two amazing results: 
.Field inside circle is uniform 
.Field outside circle is zero 
.Both statements true to order RN for N blocks 

If block rotation is twice as fast 
afield inside is quadrupole, field outside still zero! 











Septum Magnets 

Field in iron+copper magnet "tries" to stay inside coil 
*can make low-field region by moving conductor 
*with right coil geometry, can be (nearly) no-field 
*with right coil geometry, high-field quality is OK 
*can remove much iron too 

t \ /  z 
Iron Coil Iron 6n this 

side is optional 

Sharp transition from high-field to no-field 
requires full current be squeezed into thin coil 
-> high resistance -> needs lots of cooling 

Another trick that is useful in many simpler cases 
is to just cut out a part of the iron flux return. 
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Example Cross Section of IR Special Quadrupole Magnets 
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hlagnet System 

0570191 - 0 0 3  

Fig. 5.1-10 Second element of doublet IR quadrupole with beam stay clear profiles at 
entrance and exit. (a) Q2EL, incoming 3.5 GeV; (b) Q2WL outgoing 3.5 GeV; (c) Q3WH 
incoming 8 GeV; (d) Q3EH outgoing 8 GeV. 
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Magnet System 
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Fig. 5.1-9 Second part of first element of doublet IR quadrupole for 8 GeV beams with 
beam stay clear profiles at entrance and exit. (a) Q2EH outgoing beam half quadrupole, 
(b) Q2U'H incoming beam. 
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Synchrotron Radiation Issues 

PEP-I1 produces manv kilowatts of SR power near IP 
I J I 

SR 

SR 

. .  heating is very localized, causing thermal stress 
-> repeated cycles will fracture materials 

photons cause outgassing -> beam-gas background 
-> avoid using aluminum vacuum pipes 
-> lots of pumping near SR hot-spots 
-> NEG (non-evaporable-getter) pumps 

Removing the heat is difficult 
-> use copper rather than stainless steel 
-> but normal copper fractures too easily 
-> use Glidcop (dispersion-hardened copper) 

SR photons are a detector background 
-> orbit designed to minimize SR that gets to IP 
-> lots of SR masks 
-> mask shaped to minimize surface scattering 
-> tip scattering minimized by tungsten inserts 
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Model of B-Factory IR-2 Beam Pipes 
HEB Mid Upstream Beam Plpe (Press. N2 Equw.) 

START END 
Pressure (nTon) 2.830 .748 . 
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Detector Mechanical Interface 

Magnets need to be supported against gravity, 
aligned to fractions of a millimeter, and 
held stable to a fraction of beam size (microns) 

Detector needs very low mass beampipe, 
which can’t support any weight 

Detector needs acceptance down to small angles 
so machine components must be tapered 

”Obvious” support scheme is cantilevered magnets 
but how do you make up the central vacuum? 

KEK-B, CESR-upgrade solution: ”magic flange” 

PEP-I1 solution: Support Tube 
tube supported from ends, with magnets inside 

.large diameter makes it strong even if thin wall 

.carbon-fiber doesn’t scatter particles (much.. .) 

.beryllium beam pipe inside, welded in place . 

.slides into detector, vac. flanges are accessible 

Vertex detector compatibility 
.Beryllium beampipe is water-cooled (at one end) 
.Taper B1 separation bend for more acceptance 
.Make cable space uniform around azimuth 

by replacing offset-(21 with quad+dipole-layer 
.Vertex detector assembled around beam pipe 

before carbon-fiber skin is slid over magnets 



Detector Mechanical Interface (cont.) 

Nearest iron quadrupole fits into hole in end door 
solenoid field leakage -> exotic shape in door 

PEP-I1 also has outer magnets on ”support rafts” 
largely for convenience during installation 

Bay Area is earthquake country and BaBar is fragile 
-> BaBar is on rubber earthquake isolators 

PEP-I1 is tied to the ground -> relative motion in quake 
-> ”frangible link” bellows outboard of Q5’s 
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QIA Mamet adCharnbet 
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Machine-Induced Backgrounds 
Synchrotron Radiation 

.X-ray photons generated in bending magnets 

'Very high rate: 1 kW = 10'' 1o-keV photons/sec! 
.Vast majority can be absorbed in masks 
.But many fluorescence and scattering processes 

(or by beam tails in quadrupoles) 

Lmt particle backgrounds 
*Beam scatters on residual gas 

Bremsstrahlung (create photon, lose energy) 
Coulomb scatter (change particle angle) 

.Scattered particles can travel far around ring 
Must model accelerator magnets, apertures 

.Particles (or photons) hit pipe near detector 
Electromagnetic showers in material 

*Shower debris enters detector 
MeV photons escape shielding material 
Produce Compton-scatter recoil electrons 

.A few beam particles hit silicon vertex detector 

Backgrounds at PEP-I1 Interaction Point 
*IP orbit design minimizes synchrotron sources 
+Scattering from mask tips calculated to be small 
*Beam collimators stop most lost particles 
.Material of Q1, B1 absorbs most showers 








